LONDON PASSENGER TRANSPORT BOARD.
M~STRY
OF TWSPORT,
Metropole Buildings,
Northumberland Avenue,
London, W.C.2.
22nd July, 1938.

Sm,

Z have the h1onour to r e ~ o r for
t the information of he ~ i n i s t e of
r Transport,
in accordance with the order dated I 7th May, I 36. (he result of my Inquiry
into the accident which took place near Charing ross station on the electrified
" Djstrict " line of the London Passenger Transport Board, at about 9-55 a.m.
on that day.
Shortly after leaving Charjng Cross an east-bound Circle train (No. 59)
collided with the rear of an Ealing-Barking train (No. 21) which was standing
at a signal in the tunnel about midway between Charjng Cross and Temple
stations; the speed of the Circle train was about 20 miles an hour. Telescopmg
took place between two cars at the rear of the Barking train; the rearmost
mounted the underframe of the car in front of it, penetratmg its body for about
15 ft., and rising ti.11 i t s top was in contact with the tunnel roof girders. The
dama e to the rolling stock is described later.
'I%
Barking
: train was crowded, and the Circle train was comparatively
Lightly loaded. I regret to re ort that six passengers were killed, or died in
hospital shortly after the acci ent, while 43 passengers and two of the trainmen
received injuries,or complained of shock at tbe time;one of the Board's officers
received electrical burns shortly after the accident. Hospital treatment was
necessary in 33 cases, and 14 of the hjured were detained overnight; the
number still in hospital a week later was seven
The accident came about through a " falseclear " signal indication, rendered
possible by a wrong connexion made during t h e previous night, in the course of
minor alterations to ~ l r i n g .
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I I .-Rescue arrangements.
2. There was no avoidable delay in rendering assistance. Attention was
given to the injured by a doctor and a nurse who were among the passengers,
znci doctors from Westminster and Charing Cross Hos itals reached the scene
quickly. Assistmce was also given by ambulance wor -ers among the Board's
ctafl, and from the St. John Ambulance Association. Some of the Board's senior
officers reached the spot witbin 20 minutes of the accident, and the breakdown
gang arrived from Wood Green at 10.30 Am. The Fire Brigade also attended
promptly, and gave great assistance in the rescue work.
The first. of the injured passengers reached Charing Cross Hwpital at
10.30a-m-,35 minutes after the accident. But owing to the difficulties inseparable
from work In a constricted space, with makeshift illumination, the work of heeing
some of the passengers entrapped by the telescoping was slow. Not only had
the steel side p a n e k g of the cars to be cut away, but the car of which the top
was in contact with the tunnel roof had to be raised still further with jacks,
crushing in its top, to free passengers pinned below its underframe; as a result
the lasl of the injured was not released until about 12.30 p.m.
Current was not cut off from the conductor rails immediately after the
collision. Consequently the li hts in the trains continued to bum, except in the
two telescoped coaches, and tf;e passengers remained calm. At 10.20 a m . the
current was cut off on the westbound line, to facilitate the work of the rescuers
Unfclrtunately a portion of the steel panelling of one of the damaged coaches
accidentally fell, or was knocked, into contact with a conductor rail of the eastbound line a t about 10.23 a.m. Violent and alarming arcing, sustained for several
seconds, resulted from this short circuit, and the current on that line was
accordingly cut off at once. The interruption of the current put a stop to
arrangements which had been made to move a continuous line of trains up to
the site of the accident, on the westbound lule horn Temple station and on the
eastbcuna line from Cbaring Cross, in order that passengers might reach those
stations without walkmg along the track. .This, and the consequent extinction
of the lights in the trains, delayed detrainment of the uninjured passenumwhich was not completed until about 11.0 a m .
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3. Asshotm on the ,athcbed lan,the accident took place on the eastbound
line betweeq Charbg Cross, and, emple stations, about 3~ yards east of the
former. . The h e between the two stations is level, and hes in tunnel, or more
accyrately in Cut-andcover; there are two ventilation openings w h c h admit
daylight t d ~the h e a short distance east of Charing Cross station. The p&nt of
colIhon was in the tunnel, about 73 ft. beyond the easternmost of thee, and is
approached by an eastbound'train t m d a right-hand cupe of 20 chaks radius
..:.A$,
,@e point where the collisioa twk @acq .the,positivg conductrp rail lies
hetuieen 'the side wall and the p n i n g ~ails,. both Lines; the negative , i d s lie
c,en@aUybetween,the tunning ra.11~. Both ,are.insulated, the presswe: between
t h e e .bein 600 volts; in..normal, conditiorithe 'positive rail is' about: 60volts
above, an the negative a b o k 150 volts below,earth potential. Damage to the
back was Limited to a slight dsplacement of the posibve ,rail, and the breskage
of .afew of the .insulators on which it is supported. This established a w e c t i o n
bebeen the jmsitive and earth, with the r q u l t that io the k t i o n concerned the
ne ative potentid.f,eH to 600 volts below earth.
ipparatus is provided whereby the conductor,.r a i l . &in be made " dead " in
an. emergency. For.,this purpose, they? is a ,pair of b k q wires fom;,ea'ch Line,
cariied on h s u h t o r i on,,the side :walls at a suitable Iieight; i f these are connected
or pressed together;a ckcuit breaker :inthe .substationopens automatically, cutling
off;.wnrent from tbe cori'esponding section o f ' line, eastbound or west bound. On
the eastbound line the: section concerned extends from Charing Cross station
(exclusive) to Mansion House, and on the westbound line from Mqsion',,House,
to C h a ~ Cross
g
sta&m.,(inclusive); these are fed horn a' qubstadon at Charing
Cross.
4;. A'brief d&cription 6f the signalling airangements-is g i k tin the @an.,
All the stop signals are equipped with 'train stops; shodd. a train ass a amgnal,
at Red, a trip cdck 'on the leading vehicle i& opened by ,contact
* e . m of
the bain sto' , causing an emergen'ey brake a'pplication; . T b e . . d e v c e points
h i t k h say fib points beyond which-thb:,wholeof a train must
for
the be
si, ore they can clear fr~rirRed ta Gfeeri, are' shown on the plan. In
travel
addi,tion, tbe controls are so,a m g e d &at& stop signal vvjll nat clear after the
passage o* train unlesS the train stop at the next signal ahead has r i s q t~ the .
operabve position, arid apparatus is provided at several points on the line to
prove that the trip cocks on assing trains are ready for action.
The whole of the r i g n a A g apparatus is so designed that any failure in its
operation will be in the direction of safety. As an, example, interruption of the
current supply t0,th.ekack circuits or-to the various relays, caused by a broken
wire. vPill eau* the signals to iemairi,at Red,, ,even' though the line ahead may
be clear; similarly the train &p, amis, .axe loivered electrically but rise to the
operative position . by gmvity, or by sp-ring action, in . the 'event 'of ,.cumnt
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failure.
Signal q b h . EH atsharing Crbss is'only o ' ened when i t is desired to we
the crossover therefor:the reversal pftrains. et contains a locking h r n e of
10 levers, of which one (No. 8) is used as a Ling lever.
There is mechanical
interlocking between the levers, which afe of normal size; control of the relays
which operate the signals and train stops is effected by circuit breakers, or
rotaqr shtches, behind the levers, and connected to them by roddin . W e n
the.cabin is open the levers of the running signals have to be worke for each
tram assmg. To close the cabh, the running signal levers are f i s t pulled over,
and &m the king lever, the last operation altering the electrical connections so
h a t the* signals can work automatically; i t was closed when' the accidentoccurred.
There an illuminated diagram~.inthe cabin indicabn whether. the track
. .of
.circuits in i t i neighbourhood are occupied or not, on whi the ,indications
the. running dgnals are .repeated.
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5. Both trains were composed of the open bogie stock with longitudinal
and cross seats ordinarily in use on the Board's lines, the cars having sliding
,side doors, windows at the.ends well as at the sides, and glazed end doors for
passage along the train in emergency.: There were six cars inthe leadion

train (No. 21) and five, originally the property of the Metropolitan Railway, in
the overtaking train (No. 59). The former had a tare weight of 169.2.tons and
the latter of 152'7 tons; the overaIl lengths were 300 ft. 4 ins. and 263 ft. 5 ins.
respectively. AI1 the cars were equipped with the Westinghouse quick-acting
brake, the brake percentage varying between 80 per cent. and 8 per cent. on
train 21, and between 79 per cent. and 87 per cent. on train 59. he trains had
central buffing and drawgear, the couplers on train 21 being of the vertical plane
side locking type which has been in use for many years on the District Railway,
while train 59 had Buckeye couplers, as used on the former Metropolitan line.
Each car had in addition a wide buffer, or rubbing block, above the coupler,
and just below the threshold plates of the end doors; these rubbing blocks are
alternately sprung and " dead."
Particulars of the cars are given in the following table: -

?

Car No.
Train No. 21 (stationary).

Weight
tons

Body.

9
33

...

...
...
...

23.8

...

,..

33-2

4129(m)

...

8023
8760

...

...

4028 (m)

..-

T~ain
No. 59 (overtaking).
2564 (m)
... ...

33.6
23.9

46.7

24

6
33

Steel.
Wood frame,
SteeI panels.
Steel.
Steel.
Wood frame,
Steel panels.
Steel.

Steel
Steel and Wood

{

Steel
Steel
Steel and W o o d

Steel
Point of Impact

{

26

15

Steel

I7

do.

33
I7
15
The motor cars are shown

*

q

Wood frame,
Steel panels.

do.
do.

do.

do.
do.
thus (m).

'

do.
do.

6. There was no emergency (battery) lighting in the trains, present practice
on the Board's sub-surface lines differing in this respect from that on the deep
level tube lines. A lighted hand lamp is carried by each motorman and gua~d,
and in each car there is a candle lamp for use in emergency, fixed in a fairly
prominent position. There is also 5 fire extinguisher in every car, and steps for
descent to the track are kept in each motorman's compartment. The trains
carry a single oil tail lamp of the usual pattern; on the " District " stock of which
train 21 was composed this lamp is fixed on the right hand side of the end door,
as viewed from the rear.
V.-Damage to rolling stock.
7. In train 21 the chief damage was sustained by the two rear cars. No. 4028
had the motorman's compartment at its rear end crushed in, its floor being forced
up and buckled as a result of serious distortion of the headstock; the guard
was travelling in this compartment. At the leading end of this car the steel
bodywork was very badly crumpled and distorted for about 3 ft. in forcing its
way through car No. 8760 in front, the underframe of which it over-rode;
portions of the roof of No. 8760 were driven through the end windows of No. 4028,
on each side of the central gangway, penetrating for about rg ft. The leading
bogie of No. 4028 was forced back about g ft. when the overriding took place,
mrrying away some of the gear below the car floor; one pair of its wheels Ieft
the rails, this being the only derailment caused by the collision.
The rear 15 ft. ord3ereabouts of the body of car No. 8760 was wrecked by
the penetration into it of the underframe and body of No. 4028, its own underframe being bent downwards. The two telescoped cars kept substantially in
line, and there was no serious fouling of the westbound track. As mentioned
earlier, the operation of tearing away the steel side panelling of No. 8760 from
the wood body framing on the accessible side, in order that the passengers
might be released, was a lengthy one.

The gnater part of the energy of *the impad .yas evidently expended in
te~escopingthese two'cars; for'the train as a whole was'onl driven forward
for some 35 ft. although it was standing with the brakes rele
and the damage
to the front four cars was not serious. No, 4129 had both headstocks slightly
bent, causing the floor to rise a little at the ends, jamming one of the end doors.
The side i n d end ivhiiows, and the tra'hverse draught screens, were broken
where'the telescoping took place, and also , a t the rear end of car No. ,4028,but
otherwise the only breakage of glass occurred in the leading car, where one
draught screen was smashed; there' was no jamming of the side doors except in
c a ~4028
' and 8760.
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8. In train 59 the s h c m r a l damage was trifling by comparison. At the
leading end of car No. 2564 the underhme was bent downwards slightly and
the motorman's~compartmentwas'wrecked, the end panelling of the car breaking
away from the roof and being tilted backwards; the motormm had a fortunate
escape. At the rear end of this car and at the leading end of No. 9564 the headstocks were bent, the floor of No, 2564 being lifted sufficiently to jam the end
door; the side doors of this c a t y e r e also partially jammed. Elsewhere in the
train- the damage was confined to breakage ,of glass in the transverse draught
screens and the end doors and windows,caused by passengers bein thrown into
contact with them. Tlus extended throughout the train, none of t!e cars being
free f-roni it;' in all -16,draught screens, one end fixed window, and one end door
window were found to be broken, besides those in the motorman's compartment.
A few side w'hdows were cracked, and one was intentionally broken after the
accident.

V1 .-False signal indication.
g. 1t will be convenient to deal first with the circumstances which brought
about the " false-clear " indication of signal EH.9, situated at the eastern end of
Charing Cross station. The collision.and the events immediately preceding it,
and the subsequent short circujt and arcing, are dealt with later.
Until recently direct current was used for the track circuits and associa'ted
apparatus on the Distnct hne. Modern practice favours the use of alternating
current for this purpose, as it has been found that.,under certain,,abnormalwnditions direct Qurrentapparatus may-be affected.by,stray currents from ,the.traction system.- A change to alternating current is beingmade by degrees in the
interests of safety, and the apparatus at Charing Cross'had-been altered, a few
days before the accident, on.the night 7th-8thMay, when a new relay room Wbrought into use. Such work has.to be done during the c~mpara
tively short period
when trains are not w i n g , between I a.m .and 5 a.m., and in consequence much
remained to be done in the way of tidying and cleating the new .cables; it was
in this tidyin process that atwrong electrical connexion was made during the
night before e accident.
.
lever has six tenninak, three
10. The circuit briakei worked by No.
above and three-below the'rotatirig spindle by w ich the contacts are opened and
closed; 'a,.sketch~,ofiti~includedontheaccornpanyingplan.
3fcorreclJywired,
the three terminals in the bottom row sbould ha,ve connected to them one wire,
two wires, and one wire, in that order from left to n'ght; one of the two wires
on the..centre'terminal is a connexion from the adjacent circuit breaker of No. 8
lever. 'When ail ~dixanriinationof the ,wiring was made shortly after the acddent
by the Chief and Assistant Signal Engineers, Messrs. Every and Dell,.they found
fiat the wire from No. 8 circuit breaker was attached to the right band bottom
.terminal of No. Q, instead of to the centre one nest iq it.
The effect of,'this transposition 'was fo provide an dtematiye path, only
available with the king lever..(No.8) reversed, for the current energising the relay
by which signal EH.g is cleared from Red to Green. Normally this current c q o t
flow,d e s s two othe-r,relays, counected with track circuit ,H and with track
circuits G and GC;, are -energised;which h n only ha p.en 'if thos.. thr& track
circ~tsare unoccupied. But the a1ternative path acci entaily provided bridged
+he contacts of.the,relay
mnnected with track circuits C and GG; in consequence,
signal-EH.9, though correctly turning to Red when a train leaving Char* Cron
'
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entered track circuit .H, would clear to Green as soon as it left that track circuit,
instead of remahing a t Red while the train traversed track circuits G a d GG,
that is to say until i t had passed within the protection of the next signal ahead,'
No. ,823.
'It will be:a'p reciated under these abnormal conditi,ons signal EH.9 would
clear,with S' a1 23 still at Green, and hence before the train stop at that signal
had risen.-.%e control of signal EH.9 by which this is prevented in ordinary
circurnstan'ces"'is effected by means of the relay of track circuit GG, the contacts
of vhich had been bxid ed b the wrong connexion, and hence this safety
q n g e m e n t was rendere inef rective.
. . 'XI. At my request a watch was kept upon' the running of trains between
Charing Cross and Temple stations for an hour, covering the tune of the accident,
on 23rd May; 32 trains passed' during this period. It W'S found that signal
EH.9 re,mained at Red for periods va ng between 37 and 59 seconds behind
departing trains, some of which were c ' ecked or stopped' at signal 823. Track
circuit H was occupied for eriods vaiyirig between IX and 28 seconds, the
aviiage being 172 seconds; &is corrisponds to the duration of the Red indication of signaI EH.9 with the wiring wrondy connected. Cornparisoq of the
ti.meS ,for each train show that before the accident the signal must have been
clearing to Green about 30 seconds earlier ihan it should, have done, on the
average.
12. When the change-over. from direct to alternating current took place
on 7th-8th May the signal controls were tested, and found to be correct, by
ChiefSignal Inspector F. Baker, and therefore the mistake in the connexions
of No. g circuit breaker must have been made subsequently. The first occasion.
onwhich the circuit breaker wiring was touched after the change-over was,during
the night before the accident, w,hen a gang of 24 men, under the charge of Chief
Lineman A. G,, Beer, was working at and near Charing Cross; on1 one of these
men, Signal :Installer E. Eeles, was employed in the cabin, J e r&t being
engaged in altering the position of signal and telephone cables at various points
between Temple and Westminster stations.
Chief Lineman Beer had held that post for four months; he' was.forrnerly
a power-signal lineman for three years, previous to whch he had four years'
esperience as a lineman-installer. He had been in charge of the alterabon of
the signalling system at Charing Cross since it started, seven or eight weeks before
the accident, but had not previously supervised work of a similar nature. According to his statement, the work in progress along the line, which entailed cutking
cables and jointhem after they had been shifted to their new positions,
needed constant supenrisian, especially as the men engaged on it had not worked
under him for long. bles, on the other hand, had been with him since the
:haring Cross alterations begah; he did not ,hesitate to allow -him'to continue
h'e work of tidylng up the relay ropm and'cabin wiring without, supervision,
ior he had been so engaged, with satisfactory results, for several highis, and had
been employed in running the new *ring previously. He knew h general what
Eeks would be doing during the night for he was in-the cabin with him when
he started work at about 1.0 a.m., and h e ' was aware that he would have to deal
with the conriexions of the circtut breakek as well as with others belonging to
the - ill-ated
diagram. He did not th.in k that Eeles could possibly -make a
mistake for the new wiring was all labetlea arid, in 'the case of a wire from No. 8'
circuit breaker to No, g which had to be replaced, there was .the existing temporary connexioa. to guide him. He Iooked on Edes as a thoroughly reliable
worker, and had never thought it necessary to warn him that a mistake in reconnecting wires was possible if more than one terminal was unscrewed at a time.
Beer said that when the cable work .was finished for the- night, towards
5.0 am., he went into the cabin and was told by Eeles that everything was correct
here. The latter then left the cabin, and he followed him, to make sure that no
tools had been left foul of ,the line and so forth, and that all was in order for the
fmt train of,the day to pass, He was aware of the Signal Department rule that
a test .must invariabSy be rnade.aftes any alteration, and had been present when
Chief Tns ctor Baker made such a.k s t after the ch.ange-over, nme days previ~usly.
in spite of this he did not make a test of the signal controls as a
check upon Eeles' work; he admitted that he ought to have done so, but said
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that it did not occur to him that Eeles might have made a mistake in the straightforward work which he had been doing. He agreed that such a test would have
been a simple matter, not taking more than a few minutes, and that even without
a test he could have seen that signal EH.9 was clearing prematurely if he had
remained in the cabin watching the track circuit and signal indications on the
illuminated diagram as the first train went by. He was not in any hurry to get
away from Charing Cross, and in fact stayed there while several trains passed,
seeing that all tools had been returned, and that a11 his men were out of the
tunnels.
13. Signal Installer Eeles, who had been employed by the Board for
12 months, stated that he had helped to instal the new wiring, and that when
the change-over took lace he made a number of the connexions, the wires having
been previously label? ed for him; the rewiring of Nos. 8 and g circuit breakers
then carried out was not done by him. On 17th May he was occupied until
about 4.0 a.m. in making fresh connexions, already !labelled, to the illuminated
diagram. He then started to sort out the wires running from the relay room to
the lever circuit breakers, in order that he might cleat the'm together tidily. They
had been temporarily bundled together and he had to disconnect several from
their terminals to disentangle them; most of them required to be shortened as
well. He also substituted a length of lead covered wire for a braided wire which
had been used as a temporary measure to conned Nos. 8 and g circuit breakers.
He said that he had plenty of light by which to work, and he was certain
that he had unscrewed only one circuit breaker terminal at a time, then replacing
any wires which he had detached and screwing up the terminal before passing
to another; he maintained that this was his regular practice. For this reason
he felt sure that he had left the connexions of No. g circuit breaker exactly as
he found them, and that the braided wire which he replaced must have been on
tbe right hand lower terminal originally, not on the centre one, its proper place.
He remembered that the attachment to No. g circuit breaker of the end of the
new wire leading from No. 8 was the last connexion he made before h s h i n g
his night's work at about 5.0 am. He said he was not hurried in any way, for his
homeward train did not leave Charing Cross until 5.20 a-m., and there was still
enough to be done in the cabin to occupy him for severd nights.
Eeles agreed that he had informed Beer at the end of the night's work that
all was in order; since Beer had given him general instructions what to do, he
did not tell him in detail what connexions he had made. He said that Beer had
looked into the cabin once or twice during the night, but Beer did not recoUect
doing so.

VIL-Events leading up to the Collision.
14, Though the mistake in the wiring was made in the early morning, the
premature clearing of signal EH.9 had no untoward effects until trains had been
running for about 44 hours, for it hap ened that there was no congestion on this
section of the line till towards the enc'! of the morning peak. The accident took
place at 9.55 a.m., the time being established by the recorded opening of the
circuit breakers of the eastbound line in Charing Cross substation, as the result
of a short circuit caused by the derailment. It may be mentioned here that since
the circuit breakers sometimes open when a momentary overload occurs, it is
the custom to make three attempts to close them by hand; on this occasion they
opened again about half a minute later, but remained closed when then replaced
until current on the eastbound line was cut off by the use of the tunnel wires, at
10.23 a m .
15. An unsatisfactory feature of the case is *at although a motorman noticed
that signal EH.9 was clearing wrongly -18minutes earlier, at about 9.37 am.,
and reported this on arrival at Temple station some three minutes afterwards,
no action was taken to warn the motormen of foUowing trains to run through
the section with extreme caution mtil the defect could be remedied; similar
reports were made at Temple by the motonnen of later eastbound trains, the last
a few seconds after the accident. To determine the responsibility of various
members of the staff in this respect it is necessary to consider the movements of
several trains, westbound as well as eastbound, besides the two involved in the
collision. A difficulty arises in determining the times at which these reached or
left C h h g Cross, for the nearest points at which times were recorded are

Victoria station to the west and Mansion .EXsuse to the east, where they ,are
booked to the nearest. half minute; all clocks on the line are synchronised. The
following table shows the trains concerned, with the names of the trainmen who
gave evidence; the Charing Cross h e s must be regarded as .only approximate,
for there may have been material variations in the ruilning after 1.eavingVictoria
and Mansion House respectively and in the length of the stops made at the two
intermediate stations. A closer investigation of the train movements immediately
before the accident is made later.
East bound .Line.
Train.

Cars.

6

53

Victoria.
(recorded
departure).
9-314

Charing Cross.

(estimat&

'

departure).
9.364

dr

*

*

*

9.46

Motorman.

*
*

* Longley.
*

*

P

Guard.

Blake,

-

Butler.
Read.

9.50

-

Beny.

9.51h

~olboum.
McLean.
Mead.

9.53
9.543
9.56
In collision.
I

Kenton.
Diprose.
Parks.

-

In addition to the trains mentioned, there were six between No. 53 and
No. 24, and 1w0 between No. 24 and No. 52, but their times are not material.
Westbound Line.
Train.

.Cars.

53

6
6
6

16
19
39

6

Mansion House.
(recorded
departure).
9.47
9.483 .

9.50
9-54

Charing Cross.
(estimated
arrival).
9.52

Motorman.

Guard.

Longley.
Norman.
Samways.
(Stopped a t site of accident).
9.53b
9.554

--

Blake.
Stubbings:

V111.-Movements o f East bound Trains.
16. The evidence of the motormen and guards named above was as

foUow!3 : 'Train 30.53 (eastbound)
h o s t immediately,after leaving Chaiing Cross on the ea$bo.md journey,
Motorman Longley sa~irthe tail tight of the preqdimg train at: n o g e a t distance
ahead. He stopped immediately, for about a minute, wMe the. bain ahead
moved away, after which he ran fordar'd slowly: to Temple, statidn; .si' pals 823,
825.A and 82j.B had cleared before he reached'therh. On arrival a t . emple he
sounded the whistle to attract the attention of the station staff. Station Foreman
Foskew came up to the cab, and Longley said to him ".Get on to Charin Cross
at once, tell them that their stqrting signal has failed in ihe off position ?i.e., at
'Green) for me.'" Foskew replied ' They wondered at Charing Cross why you
h.ad stopped," but Longley did not tell him 'that he had nearly run into the train
in front.
Guard Blake remembered that signal EH.g was at Red \?hen .h
train
entered Charing Cross. He thought that the rear of the hain was not fa.r
beyond that signal when Longley made the sudden sto in the t-unnel. He went
.-to the motorman's cab at Temple station to see what ad happened and heard
the conversation between Longley and Foskew, which probqbly took place at
about 9.40 a.m.
Train N o , 24 (eastbound).
17. ~ s ~ o t o r m Butler
an
approached Charing Cross he was stopped by
signal 817.A. When he entered the station signal EH.9 was at Red, but it cleared
before he stopped and this struck him as musual, for the fact that,signal 81j.A
had been against him indicated that the previous' train was not far ahead. As
he rounded the curve after leaving Charing Cross he 'saw signal 823 g t Red,
with the pr,evious train only just beyond it, silhoue-tted.against the lights of
Temple station; and about a train's length in front of him. He stopped at
sigh1 823 till ii cleared, and, then ran forward into. Temple station, wbe~ehe
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lcalling out for assistance, and that the lights were burning except in the two
seriously damaged cars. When the arcing took place, a little later on, he climbed
up into a car of train 59 to get at the tunnel wires of the eastbound line; he
broke a window to reach the wires, as he found it difficult to open one of the side
doors.
21. AS Guard Diprose was too seriously injured to attend the Inquiry I
interviewed hirn at his home, on 10th une. His evidence supported that given
by Holbourn regarding the stops ma e just before the accident, and he said
that there had been several checks on the journey from Victoria to Charing
Cross. He had ins ected the tail lam at Charing Cross, and found it was
burning properly. &om there he have led in the motorman's compartment at
the rear end of the last car, as several passengers were standing in its front
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vestibule, his usual place. Soon after the train stopped at signal 823 he saw
trah 39 emerging from the tunnel into he daylight below the eastern ventilation
opening, 70 yards away, running at normal speed. He watched its approach,

fascinated, and wondered whether it would sto before colliding. He could distinguish the motorman's actions, and saw him f?rst release the dead man's handle
of the confroller and then turn round, putting up his hands to shield .his head.
There was no time for him to give any warning, for the collision must have
taken place about four seconds after he h t saw the following train. He had a
vague recollection of a westbound train passing while his own was standing at
signal 823, but was not certain about this.

Train No. 59 (eastbound).
22. Motorman McLean was slightly injured in the accident and was
imprisoned in his wrecked driving compartment for some time; he appeared to
be still sufferingslightly from the effects of shock when he gave (evidence at the
Inquiry. He said that he applied power in the normal way bn leaving Charing
Cross, and began to .look out for signal 823 before he reached the eastern
,ventilationopening; he could not remember whether any westbound train passed
just then. He had no clear recollection of seeing the tail light of train 21, aid
said that he had no idea that anything was wrong until he entered the patch of
daylight, by which time the speed of the train was zo or 25 m.p.h. He remembered seeing what he described as a " hazy red object " in front of hirn, which
he recogriked as the end of a train about 25 yds. away, just as he was passing
from the daylight into the tunnel, He immediately released the dead man's
handle and made a full brake application and then turned towards the door at
the back of the driving compartment to avoid being crushed between the controller and the brake hand wheel behind him. He managed, to get into a
compartment in which the motor generators.of the control equipment are housed,
but the door between that and the passenger accommodation was jammed by the
collision; he succeeded in forcing it o en just before the lights were extingushed
when current was cut off, 20 rninutes ater.
Guard Parks was travelling at the rear end of the last car. He said that
signal EH.g was at Green when the train entered Charing Cross. M e r leaving
the station he noticed nothing unusual until he felt the shock of the collision; so
fh as he could tell, there was no brake application'jiist'beforeit occurred. He
was badly shaken, and when he recovered he saw train 49 coming to a stand a
few yards behind his own. He said that after the crash the lights of
his .train went out twice for a short time, and theri came on again. He did not
'repember whether any westbound train passed just before the accident.

P

T$& No. 49 (eastbound).
23. This train was following trah 59 fairly closely, for Motorman Mead said

'

that he was checked by the signal's belween Wesbnbster and Charing Cross,
thpugh he did,notactually stop at any of them, and signal EH.9 was at Red when
he entered .the station. Just before he stopped he heard a ,loud report from the
substati&-i,yhich is dose to the eastbound platform, and at the same time he saw
the gap inil'rc;atBr below signal EH.9 light up. This device, which indicates to
motormen th+t they a n approaching a dead " section, must not be passed while
alight; for othtir~Be.the
gap between separately fed sections of the conductor rails
"

would #bebrideedd'b$ the train, thus making the forward section alive again,
possibly with b&tro'us results. By the time the signal to stad was given by the
I 1926
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he got there, and tbak it did not enter. while he was t d h q to Barnes. He said
that although he had tried to warn motonnan Berry, of tram 34, it did not occur
to him to 've a warning to the motormen of trains which passed him after he left
Charing ross, for by that ikne Inspector Ba.mesknew what had happened. He
had a lighted hand lamp in his compartment.
Guard Blake did not notice what eastbound trains passed when he was a€ or
near Charing Cross on the westbound journey. During the stop there he asked
a porter if Inspector Barnes was about, but took no further action on learning
that he was at the other end of the train speaking to Longley. He thought that
the station stop lasted for 40 or 45 seconds, and gave the time of arrival at Charing
Cross as 9,523 a.m.
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Train No. 16 (westbound).
26. Though this train left Mansion House 18 minutes after train 53, the
interval between them was reduced on the journey to Charing Cross. Motorman
Norman could not remember whether he had to wait at Temple Station for signal
826 to clear. He was checked by signal EH.1, which cleared before he reached
it, and had to stop momentarily at signal EH.2; signal 822.A cleared as he
approached it, and signal 822.B was at Green when it came into his view, at short
range. From this it is evident that Longley's train, No. 53,must have left Charing
Cross just before Norman arrived there.
Norman saw an eastbound train standing at signal 823, or possibly moving
slowly, but could not remember what head code it bore, so was unable to i d e n m
i t He also saw another eastbound train leaving Charing Cross when he was
passing below the western ventilation opening, and said that this was a Circle
train; he thought that one of its cars was painted red and cream, a combination
formerly adopted fox the ex-Metropolitan stock used on such trains. It occurred
to him that this train was unusually close behind the one which he had seen at
signal 823, and he looked back to see if the latter was still visible, but it was
concealed from him by the curve. He was under the impression that his was
the last westbound train to pass before the accident took place.

Train No. 19 (westbound).
27; Motorman Sarnways said that signal 826 was at Green when he ran into
Temple station, and .that the four signals situated between Temple and Charing
Cross were also at Green when he sighted them; he could not remember what
eastbound trains he passed on the journey. He did not hear the sound of the
collision, and was unaware that his was the last westbound train to pass before
it occurred.
Guard Stubbings did not notice train 21 during the journey from Temple to
Charing Cross but remembered seeing train 59. He was travelling at the leading
end of the last car and thought that he was about midway between the two
ventilation openings when the fourth and fifth cars of that train passed him. A
few seconds later, when he was in the daylight below the western opening, he
heard a crash, and the sound of breaking glass; he thought that something might
have happened to his own train so went through the car to the rear end of it before
it came to a stand at the platform, to see.if any windows had been broken.

28. Stationmaster Barrand and Inspector Barnes were on the westbound
platform at Charing Cross when train 53 left the station at 9.36i a.m. on its
eastbound journey, and the noticed that it stopped before it had travelled far.
This might have happened or several reasons, such as a circuit breaker opening
on the.train, or the trip mck striking an obstruction on tbline, or a 'passenger
applying the brake by means of the emergency valve with which all cars are
equipped., Barrand went towards the eastern ,end of the platform to see what
was wrong, but,the train started again before he reached it. Barnes thereupon
telephoned to .Temple station and gave instructions to Porter Hopkins for the
m6toman of the train to be questioned. when he arrived there.

?
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A little later Bames was rung U from Temple &ation by Hopkins who told
him that the train concerned was o. 53 and that its motorman had said that
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" The signal was on ". This did not satisfy Barnes and upon asking Hopkins
"What signal, and what does he mean? " he received the reply " T h d s what
the driver says ". He was puzzled by this information but did not think that
there could be anything seriously amiss, for the eastbound traffic continued to
run smoothly. He told Barrancl what he had learned, and they thou ht that
pssibly Motoman Longley had seen signal 823 at Red and had mis andled
the controller when slowing down, releasing the dead man's handle accidentally
and so stop ing a considerable distance short of the signal. As train 53 was due
back from ansion House at 9.504am. they decided to question the motoman
on his return; Barrand then left B a r n on the platform, and went to attend
to other duties. Barnes also informed Assistant Controller Peten, at EarYs
Court, of the occurrence; Peters said that he received this message at about
9.42 a,m. though he did not make a note of its time, and also a second one, some
two minutes later, telling him of the inconclusive answer which Barnes had
received from Temple station and that Motoman Longley wonld be interrogated
when he got back to Charing Cross. Later, at about 9.51a.m. so far as he could
recollect, Barnes received a further telephone message from Hopkins to the
effectthat the eastbound starting signal was " working sluggish This conveyed
nothing to him and as train 53 was due he left the telephone box and went out
to meet the train and to question Motorman Longley.
29. During this time Station Foreman Foskew was in charge of Temple
station, and was on the eastbound platform there; Porter Hopkins was on the
westbound platform, where the telephone is situated, and messages between
these two men were transmitted by shouting across from one platfonn to the
other when opportunity served, that is when there was no train in the way.
Foskew received Barnes' instructions to question Motorman Longley in this
manner, but said that when train 53 arrived Longley gave him no time to do so,
exclaiming as soon as he went to the driving compartment " Get on to Charing
Cross, tell them their starting signal has failed in the off position ". Foskew
replied that he had had instructions from Charing Cross to enquire why the train
had stopped, and said that Longley made no mention of having narrowly escaped
a collision.
of train 53 and of a westbound one which was in the
After the dep-re
station at the same h e , Poskew called across to Hopkins and told him to
telephone this message to Charing Cross. He was almost certain that he used
the same words as Lo ley regarding the signal, namely that it had " failed in
the off position ". But opkins either heard him imperfectly or misunderstood
him, for he was certain that Foskew said " failed in the on position ", and he
telephoned to Charing Cross accordingly. As the terms " On" and " Off ",
derived from semaphore signalling practice, denote " at danger" and " clear "
respectively, the significance of Longley's report was thus completely altered
before it reached Inspector Barnes.
30. Some ra minutes later, when train 24 arrived, Foskew received from
Motoman Butler a report similar to that which he had had from Longley,
namely that there was something wrong with the Charing Cross starting simal,
which was clearing too quickly, btlt he denied that Butler also told him that he
had seen a train a short distance ahead in the tunnel. After this train had left,
he again called across to Hopkins and told him to telephone this information to
Charing Cross; he could not remember the exact words he used to Hopkins
regarding the signal, but thought they were " failin at the off
Ho~kins,
however, said that the instructions given to him were ''$0 ring up Charing Cross
and ask them why nothing had been done bemuse 'trains coming in were still
reporting the same defect ". But he admitted that when telephoning he phrased
~ l message*
e
differently, saying " . . the drivers are reporting that the signal
is working sluggish ", though he could give no reason for making this alteration.
Foskew maintained that the first time he heard h a t a collision had been
narrowly averted was when train 52 (Motoman Read) arrived, very shortly
before the accident occurred. He told Hopkins to send this information to
Charing Cross, but the latter again passed on the message in less urgent phraseolom, merely saying that motormen were still complaining that the signal was
not working properly. This message was not received at Charing Cross by
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Barnes, who had left the.telephone, as described later, but as it appears to have
been sent about the time that the accident happened, and therefore too late to be
of service, it was not a material factor in the case.
31. Foskew was aware that the failure of' a signal in the " off " position
was most unusual, and might have serious consequences; he said that such an
occurrence had never been reported to him before. But in spite of this he
did .not inform the Traffic Controller, though there are instructions that he
is invariably to be advised when anythug out of the ordinary takes place. He
admitted that he ought to have'done so as s'om as the matter was brought to his
notice by Motorman Longley,, but said that he thought that as the .staff at
Chafing Cross had G t i ated ' the enquiry abbut . %ongley's unexpected stop they
would also take the!.necesary action with the C6nfroUer. Despite the important
nature of the succkiVe repotts about the si@al'which Ire received from motormen, it did not occur lto him to telephone to Charing Ctbss himself, although he
was in charge of Temple station at the t h e . His excuse for not doing so was
that as many passengers were arriving by each eastbound train, he did not want
to leave that side of the station to telephone from the westbound platform.
He added that he thought Hopkins quite capable of transmitting 'the messages
correctly, and that though Motorman Butler reported that the signal at C h a ~ g
Cross was still iving a false indication some IU minutes after Longley had made
a ,similar comp aint, this did not cause him either to suspect that the f h t message
to Charing Cross might ha,ve been misinterpreted, or to ask Hopkins how he
had worded it.
32. As a.result of the actions of Foskew and Hopkins, the first authentic
inf onnation regarding the signal failure which reached Inspector Barnes was
that given to him by Motorman Longle when train 5 returned to Charing
Cross, at about -52 a.m. Barnes h i d at up to ihen e had been under the
impressiofi that e signal mentioned by Hopkins over the telephone was No. 823,
for he had seen that signal EH.9 was apparently working correctly, turning to
'
Red as trains left and clearing later. Consequently when Longley told him
that he had had a " false-clear " indication from the last-namd signal, and that
his sto just beyond the station had been made to avoid a collisibn with the
train ead, he could hardly credit his statement, and questioned h h further
about the occurrence. As soon as he fully understood what had,happened he left
Longley and went to tele hone to the Controller; he was doing so when Longley's
t r a h left the station.
e stated that the conversation' with the Controller did
not take more than about 15 seconds and that he then rushed across to the eastbound 'platfom ,to warn trains on that line; he said that he would have done
this in.,any,,case', even if the Controller had not suggested it. The route he took
w&'up the stairs to the 6001iing hall at street level, where he sto ped for a few
seconds at the b~oking,officeto tell Stationmaster Barrand what ad happened,
and down the-sta5-sto the other,.pIatfbrm.
When it was suggested :to h h .that ~ n ecould have saved time, and might
have been able to warn Motorman 'McLean ar Guard -9qks (train 59) that
si,gnal EN.9 was not to be relied on if he had ,crowd the permanent way to get
to the eastbound plaffom instead of going by,the , h & g ,hall, he said that he
was certain that there was no eastbound tiom in the .station,when he finished
h.is c'onversation with Longley, or when he caqe out'of the telephone box after
speaking to the Controller, and that he knew that he ,could get across 'by the
brid e ,before one arrived. Therefore, as train g had already left the station
,by e h e hegot to the eastbMd pl&fbym,.%e inferred that it must haye
:done so while he waS talk%g ,to Longley. Be admitted that he could have
told 'Longley to use his handlam to ,stop any eastbound &ah entering the
sta(ioxi,,bnt said that the position
not appear to liin to call for such drastic
action., .In explwation of th*, he repeated that the eastbound traffic had
been ~ g ' ~ o c r t h l 'soy far
, as fie,'knew, since the, incident which Lm' ley
had',feported,for he had had no message from 'Temple station to make %m
tllink otherwise; also, signal EH.9 had apparently been working pi-operly, though
he had my observed if casually, owhg to the impression which he had formed
earlier Wit the signal ,at fault W& No; 823, which was not dispelIed wtiI Longley's
return; Therefore',hehad come in the conclusion that ihe.''.false clear" failure
which Longley reparted must have been,ofa temporary nature, affecting his
trail only.
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33. Though Barnes suggested that his conversation with the Control Office
was a very brief one, Assistant Controller Peters stated that he was occupied
with another call when Barnes rang up, so he was unable to answer him at
once. The call was dealt with in the first place by an assistant, Rushton, to
whom Barnes said that he wanted to speak to Peters. Peters thought that it
was at least half a minute, and possibly as much as a minute, before he was
free to attend to Banes. When he learnt from him what Longley had reported
he realised that the message was an important one, so recorded the time of the
conversation, 9.544 am. He said that he told Barnes, who did not seem to be
agitated, " to go over at once to the eastbound platform and keep the signal
under special observation ". An attempt was then made to speak to the Charing
Cross stationmaster, in order to instruct him to open the signal cabin and so
bring the signals under manual control, but no reply could be got from Charing
Cross for some little time.

XI1.-Electrical short circuit after the collision.
34. The Board's rule relating to switching off traction current h case of
is as foUom :-emergency
242.-(a) When serious arcing or fusing occurs on a train or in the
cables supplying the current rails or in the connections hereto, current
must be switched off to enable the defect to be remedied. Current must
also be switched off when a derailment or collision has occurred if there
is risk of arcing between the current rails and the cars.
Since there was no sign of arcing immediately after the accident Motorman
Holbourn did not use the tunnel wires to switch off the current, and as soon as
senior members of the staff arrived on the scene arrangements were put in
hand to move trains up to the spot on both lines to simplify detrainment of
passengers, but these movements could not be completed.
Particulars of the arcing which took place later on were given to me by
Mr. G. Yorke, District Superintendent, Northern Line. He had received severe
bums, and could not attend the Inquiry, so I interviewed him at his home
on 10th June, after he had been discharged from hospital. He reached the
scene of the accident at about 10.15 a.m. and found that there was a space
of a few feet between the front of train 59 and the rear of train zr. Using his
electric torch, he stepped from the " six-foot " into this space to feel the tail
lamp of the latter train, and found it still warm; in doing so he trod on some
debris lying close to the right hand running rail. He then went to the telescoped
cars and was asked by members of the staff at work inside, trying to release
the injured, if any crowbars were available. When on his way back to Charing
Cross to obtain these from a platelayers' store he was asked by Mr. Webb, the
Outdoor Superintendent, whom he met by the space between the two trains,
to see whether access to the injured was possible through the doors on the left
hand side of the cars. In passing between the trains to do this he stepped on
the same debris as previously, and saw an arc start close to his feet. He rushed
away from it instinctively, turning to watch it when alongside the leading
car of train 59. When it was extinguished he went on to Charing Cross, where
it was found that he had had an extremely narrow escape, most of his clothing
below the waist having been burnt away, though he was unconscious of this
mtil his attention was drawn to i t
The arc was caused by a detached piece of steel panelling coming into
contact with the negative conductor rail and the right hand running rail, between
which there was a potential of 600 volts. It was extremely violent, a loud roar
accompanying it; in the opinion of several observers it lasted for about 15
seconds, until the current was cut off. Besides Motorman Holbourn, whose
action has been mentioned, two other members of the staff used the tunnel
wires for this purpose. The time when this was done was recorded as 10.23 am.
in the substation.
Mr. Webb stated that a slight fire was started by ihe arc. He found some
wood among the debris smouldering after it had ceased, and oil which had
leaked from the damaged tail lamp of train 21 was burning. He had no difficulty
in putting it out with a fire extinguisher obtained from the front car of train 59;
there was some smoke from it, and from burnt paint on the rear end of train 21.

Current had already been switched off on the westbound line by means of
the tunnel wires, at 10.20 a.m., on Mr. Webb's instructions, to facilitate the
movements of ambulance men and other helpers.

35. I have no hesitation in accepting the statement of Chief Signal Ins ector
Baker that he made a thorough test of the controls of the signals at C aring
Cross after the new relay room was brought into use and the signalling system
was changed from direct to alternating current, on 7th-8th May. It follows from
Chis that the mistake in the wiring of No. g circuit breaker, which allowed
signal EH.9 to clear prematurely, must have been made during the night before
the accident when SignaI InstaIIer E. Eeles repIaced the short connexion leading
from No. 8 circuit breaker while tidying the new wiring and k i n g it permanently.
It is difficult to understand how he came to make the mistake in face of his
assertion that he never removed more than one terminal screw at a time; but
it is possible that he pulled the end of the temporary braided wire off the centre
terminal without removing its screw entirely and, after replacing this wire by a
Lead covered length, connected it at a later stage when the right-hand terminal
;crew had been removed. Whatever the true explanation may be, responsibility
:or this mistake must be borne by Eeles; he is 36 years of age, and had been
?mployed by the Board for a year.
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36. But inasmuch as Eeles was not competent to test the signal controls
~ f t e h'
r e had finished his night's work, this should undoubtedly have been done
by the man under whose orders he was working, Chief Linernan A. G . Beer, in
accordance with the recognised practice when any alteration of signalling circuits
has taken place. Whether Beer had noticed during the night what work Eeles
was engaged upon, and what wires he was connecting or shortening, is immaterial.
Even though he believed Eeles to be a conscientious worker, and capable of
carrying out a straightforward task satisfactorily, it was clearly his duty, as
the responsible man in charge of the alterations which were going on, to satisfy
himself that nothing had been done to impair safety. I t would have taken
him no more t3an a few minutes to make a test that would have revealed.
the mistake, after obtaining from Eeles details of the work which be had done,
instead of accepting his assurance that all was in order.
Though the omission was in no sense deliberate, and can be ascribed to
thoughtlessness and perhaps to preoccupation with the details of the work done
by. other members of his gang, it was clearly the primary cause of the accident,
for which Chief Lineman A. G. Beer must consequently bear a large share of
e the Board
responsibility. He is 3x years of age and had been in the s e ~ c of
and its constituent undertakings for 12 years. His previous record is a good
one, as is shown by his comparatively rapid advancement to the post of Chief
Lineman, which he had held for four months.
37. It may be accepted that the tail li ht of train ax was alight when the
collision occurred; I regard the evidence of uard Diprose and of Mr. G. Yorke
on this point as conclusive. But in assessing the measure of Motorman McLean's
responsibility for the accident it is necessary to take into account the result of
the experiment which was made on aand May to determine how far away such
a light could be seen; the visibility of signal 823 also has a bearing on the
matter. When giving evidence McLean, who was still in a shaky condition,
couId not remember whether he had seen the tail light or not, nor could he
recollect if a westbound train passed just before the collision. Nevertheless it
is clear that train 19 must have passed on the westbound line just then, for
Guard Stubbings saw McLean's train in the tunnel between the two ventilation
openings, and heard the collision a few seconds later, when below the western
one; Guard Diprose also vaguely remembered this train assing while his own
was stationary. Hence McLean S view of the tail light a ead was restricted to
about 153 feet, a distance which his train would cover in little more than four
seconds at 25 m.p.h. Even so, if he had immediately realised that the Iight in
front of him was a tail light, an emergency application of the brake might have
stopped the train within the distance available, or would at any rate have made
the impact a trifling one.
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I feel certain that McLean's failure to apply the brake instantly was due to
momentary confusion of the tail light with that of signal 823, which would have
become visible at practically the same spot in normal circumstances, with no
train passing on the other line. Motorman Read had been similarly confused
for a moment a little earlier, and McLean's exclamation when the incident was
reconstructed a few days later, that he felt at that point that there was something
unusual, was significant. As mentioned in paragraph 24, there was no great
difference in the direction of the two lights, which were at about the same
eIevation and, on the occasion of the test, of similar brilliance. In such circumstances a moment's hesitation was not unnatural, and I accept McLean's statement that he did not become aware of the presence of train 21 until he re-entered
the tunnel, when he saw it as a vague outline a short distance ahead, faintly
illuminated either by the daylight from the ventilation opening or by the headlight of his own train. On these grounds I consider that McLean can be relieved
from any responsibility for the accident.
38. Perhaps the most regrettable feature of the accident was the faiIure on
the part of the traffic staff to take preventive action, for which there was ample
' opporhmity.
If Station Foreman A. W. Foskew had carried out the instructions
which reached him to ascertain why Motorman Longley stopped unexpectedly
he would have learnt that a colTision had nearly taken place, and in an case
he certainly ought to have realised the serious implication of Longley's in omation regarding the " false-clear " indication given by s i p a I EH.9. A man of his
seniority and experience might have been expected to assure himself that the
message reporting so serious an occurrence was sent correctly. If it was essential
to employ Hopkins, a comparatively inexperienced porter, to transmit it, Foskew
ought to have made certain that he understood what he was to say, but I am
surprised that he did not telephone himself in view of the importance of the
matter; his excuse that he thought it inadvisable to leave the eastbound platform
for this purpose was extremely feeble, for he could easily have exchanged places
with Hopkins for a few minutes.
Moreover, even the reminder that the same dangerous conditions still prevailed which Motorman Butler gave him some ten minutes subsequent to
Longley's complaint did not cause Foskew to take such urgent action as the
occasion warranted. His personal attention to the matter even then, at about 9.49
or 9.50 a.m., would probably have averted the accident, but he contented himself
with sending a message through the same unreliable channel as beiore, without
even asking Hopkins how he had phrased the earlier one, or whether he was
certain that the recipient had understood it. Again, even the third report, made
by Motorman Read, with the added information that a collision had been
narrowly avoided, did not rouse Foskew into vigorous action, ineffectual though
this would then have been in all probability.
Consequently responsibility for the accident must be shared with Chief
Lineman Beer by Station Foreman A. W. Foskew. Indeed, I am of opinion that
the negligence of which the latter was guilty is more serious than that displayed
by Beer, for on none of the three occasions on which a dangerous failure was
reported to him did he take the tTouble to follow up the matter personally or
to assure himself that remedial measures were being taken. He is 45 years old,
and has been employed by the Board or its constituent undertakings for xg
years, during the last 13 of which he has held the post of Station Foreman; his
record hitherto has been good, and in justice to him it should be added that
after the accident he showed commendable initiative in organising and conducting
rescue work.
39. With regard to Porter Hopkins, he may have misundemtood the first
message which Foskew told him to telephone to Charing Cross, confusing the
words " off " and " on," and so completely altering its purport. But he had no
excuse for garbling the second message, substitubng the meaningless information that a signal was "working sluggishly" for the statement that a defect
previously notified, though wrongly as it happened, was still being reported by
motormen. It is not possible to say whether a correct rendering of this message
would have produced different results, but in any case I look on Porter Hopkins
as deserving some blame for his carelessness. He is 29 years old and had been
in the Board's service for 12 weeks, five of which had been spent at Temple
station; he was also employed for a period of 63 months in 1937.
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40. The actions of inspector Barnes U to the time when Motorman Longley
returned to Charing Cross from Mansion Ouse cannot be criticised. He took
prompt s t e p to ascertain why train 53 had stopped shortly after leaving the
station on ~ t seastbound journey, and as that mght have come about for a
variety of reasons there was nothing in the incident to arouse his suspicions.
Unfortunately it did not occur to him to insist on s eaking to Foskew when he
got a more or less unintelligible message from Hop ins, or to endeavour to get
into touch with Longley while he was at Mansion House, but, having regard
to the fact that the eastbound traffic was w i n g smoothly so far as he could see,
bis decision to wait until he could speak to Longley on his return was not an
unreasonable one.
But I am not satisfied that he acted with equal promptitude later, when he
learnt the true state of affairs from Longley. It may be taken for granted that
the accident would not have happened if Motorman McLean had been told to
run cautiously b o u g h the section from Charing Cross to Temple, because tbe
Green indication of signd EH.9 was unreliable, and it is therefore necessary
to consider how much time was available for this, after Barnes had received
Longley's report. The timetable set forth in paragraph 15 suggests that train 59
did not leave the station until 29 minutes after train 53 reached it, and hence
that there was ample time for Barnes to warn McLean, but the Charing Cross
timings cannot be regarded as absolutely correct; the may be inaccurate to the
extent of perhaps a minute in either direction. As games maintained that he
lost no time in crossing to the eastbound platform, and suggested that no eastbound train passed while he was doing so, or while he was telephoning to the
Controller, it becomes desirable to look closely into the length of the interval
which eIapsed between the arrival of Longley's train and the departure of
McLean's.
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41. The following deductions can reasonably be made from the evidence

of the various motormen and guards.

(a) Holboum
ed at signal 817.Dbefore entering the station,
showing that train 34
was composed of eight cars, had not then
passed its clearance
just after Longley and Bern, had passed
one another in the western ventilation opening. After emerging from the tunnel
there, a westbound train, running under clear signals, takes from 19 to 28 seconds
to come to a stand at the platform, according to observations which I have
made. When Holboum entered the station he saw Inspector Barnes waiting to
meet Longley, therefore his stop at signal 8r7.D can only have been momentary,
and his train and Longley's must have entered the station together. Until
Holbourn's train (six cars) was practically at a stand at the platform, its rear
end was within the clearance point of signal 815, so train 59 (McLean) must
still have been west of that srgnal, and thus at least 1,570 ft. away from its
stopping place at the eastbound platform. Even if it had been close to signal 815
at that moment, it could not have stopped at the station till about a minute later;
moreover, neither McLean nor his guard, Parks, made any mention of a signal
check between Westminster and Charing Cross, so it is likely that signal 8x5 had
cleared before their train approached it. From this it is clear that Longley and
Holbourn must have reached Charing Cross a minute at least before McLean
did so; to this must be added the length of McLean's station stop, say 15-20
seconds, in order to arrive at the time that was available to warn him.
(b) Norman's statement that brain 16 (westbound) was checked by signals
when a proaching Charing Cross, and was momentarily stopped at si
shows &at it was following train 53 (Longley) fairly closely. Signal 22.AEH.2,
only
cleared for him when he was near to it, and as the clearance point of that signal
is alongside the platform, near its western end, this shows that at that moment
Longley's train was not entirely out. of the station. Therefore if Norman's
statement that he passed a Circle train i.e., No. 59) in the western ventilation
opening be accepted, it follows that MC ean and Longley must have started
from the station almost simultaneously, in which case Barnes wouId have had
no opportunity of warning the former.
But I am convinced that Norman was mistaken h his identification of the
train in question, for the following reason. An eastbound train takes about
15 seconds to travel from the western ventilation opening to the point of collision.
'
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When Norman was in that opening the rear of his train (six cars) was still east
of the clearance point of signal 826 and hence the following westbound train
(No. 19)cannot have left Temple station. Train 19 passed the point of collision
before the accident took place, and 1 have found that the time taken by westbound trains to clear thak point after starting from Temple is between 47 and
51 seconds.
Thus it is obvious that the train which Norman saw at signal 823 must have
been No. 34 (Berry) and the one which he passed when entering Charing Cross
must have been No. 21 (Holbourn). It is probable that his identification of
the latter as the Circle train involved in the collision, that is to say as No. 59,
arose from his belief that his own was the last westbound train to pass before
the accident.
[c) When signal 826, at Temple station, cleared after the passage of train 16
the front of that train (six cars) must have been close to signal 822.B. Norman's
evidence indicates that the last named signal cleared just before train 16 reached
it, showing that Longley's .hain had then just left the station. I find that westbound trains pass completely beyond the clearance point of signal 822.B about
20 seconds after they start from the platform.
Samways (train 19) found all signals between Temple and Charing Cross
at Green when they came jnto his view. His guard, Stubbings, at the front of
the sixth car of the train, heard the collision when he was in the western ventilation opening, which he would reach in from 56 to 60 seconds after starting from
Tern le, according to my own observations of trains running under similar
con tions. I have also found that eastbound Circle trains reach the point of
coIlision 30 seconds after their start from Charing Cross. Hence it is clear that
McLean left Charing Cross about 28 seconds aftev Samways left Temple.
Atso, Samways found signal 826 at Green when he entered Temple station,
probably 20 seconds earlier. Thus it is clear that the time which elapsed between
Longley's defiartwe from Charing Cross and that of McLean cannot have been
less than the sum of these periods of zo,28 and 20 seconds, or 68 seconds in all,
and may well have been greater.
42. The foregoing analysis shows that there was ample time for Inspector
Barnes to warn McLean if he had acted at once, before speaking to the Control
Office; the evidence of Assistant Controller Peters indicates that a considerably
longer time than the 15 seconds suggested by Barnes was spent, over this conversation. I cannot accept Banes' contention that no time was lost by crossing
over to the eastbound platform by way of the booking office, and by summoning
the stationmaster, and 1 feel that even after hearing what Longley had to say
he did not appreciate the dangerous possibilities.of the situation, or realise
how essential it was that eastbound trafic should be checked at once.
Admitted1 he had previously been under the impression that the signal at
fault was No. 23, but he seems to have been regrettably slow in readjusbng his
ideas when ,Longle told him what had actually occurred. His statement that
he thought the " fa se-clear " failure of signal EH.9 might have been a transitory
one, affecting LongleyJs train only, hard1 bears examination, for just before
j
message from Temple
Londey arrived he had received ~ o ~ I Y m ssecond
indicating that the failure previously reported still persisted, whatever its nature.
I suspect tbat his further statement that he would have warned eastbound
motormen of his own accord, even if the Controller had not suggested it, was
an afterthought. Moreover, not only was McLean allowed to Ieave without a
warnin , but none was given to Motorman Mead who was driving the following
train,
49, which arrived as the substation circuit breakers opened for the
second time, about half a minute after the accident and therefore about a minute
after McLean's departure.
Consequently I have come to the conclusion that Inspector F. H. Barnes
had an opportunity of preventing the accident, but that when confronted-with
an unexpected situation he did not fise to the occasion in the manner to be
expected of a man in his position; for this reason I consider that he must bear
some share of the responsibility for the accident. He is 45 years of age aad
has 28 years' service, dwing the past 11 of which he has been a Station Inspector;
he has an excellent record.
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43; .The motormen of eastbound trains who have been rniauorlc~,namely
Longley, - Butler, Read, Berry, Holbourn and Mead; are all to be commended foitheir alerbess in avoiding collision with the trains which they unexpectedly
found ahead of them -in the tunnel. folboum's promptness in stop ing westbo'und b i n 39 after the accident, and in taking steps 'to cut off e. current
later when the short circuit occ'urred, also calls for remark, as does Mead's
caution after his suspicions had been aroused by finding the gap indicator alight
at Charing Cross; but for this the collision might have been followed by a
second, a couple of minutes later.

&

X1V.-Remarks and Recommendatiom.
44. This accident comes as an unwelcome re&der that the introduction
of apparatus to take the pIace of an operator, or to guard agahst his mistakes,
increaes the responsibility of the maintainer to a corresponding extent Indeed,
the more, elaborate, a signalling system becomes, the more essential is it that
S-puldus care should be exercised in its installation and maintenance, and
particularly in the work of testing after any alteration has been made, however
trifling it may be.
1.feel certain that this lesson has not been lost upop the Board's staff; it is
one capable of general application.
45. I have found it necessary to criticise the conduct of two' senior members
of the station staff. Their omission to take the immediate action demanded by
a signalling.failure having dangerous potentialities suggests that perhaps it ls
not sufljciently recognised that on a system which -is automatically signalled
for the mos't part, and which therefore has relatively few signalmen, the duties
of the platform and station sbff extehd beyond those connected with the'
marshalkg of passengers and the. expeditious despatch of trains. They. also
have respogsibfities in connexion with the safety of operation, and it is desirable
&a.& d concerned should be reminded of this.
'The relevant portion of the Board's- Rule 81 ( B ) , which deals ~ 6 t hthe
.
action;to .be taken in case an automatic signal becomes defective, reads:Except in the case of an automatic signal .failing in the Danger
p6ski~n,the Signalman at ,the box in rear or the Station Master at the
stati~jifn,
+ear must be informed of the circmtances, and he must stop
all .traifis, toceeding toward
the signal concerned an'd advise the Drivers
. .
'according y.
Strict and &mediate compliance with thjs Rule would have prevented the
accident, and I recorninend that the B w d . .shauld aka lifv it p such .terms
as will m*e i t perfectly clear that there must b e no Kesitation in yarning
motormen to run with extreme caution $any suspicious or irregular behaviour
of a dgnal is observed or reported.
46. The arcing caused by the short circuit accidentally set up was
uhdoubtedly most alarming, and suggestions have been made by passengers.
and -othersthat the traction current ou t to have been switched off immediately
after the accident. I have quoted the oard's rule on the subject and consider
it adequate under present conditions. The ability to move trains up t o one
ivhich IS disabled or derailed in order to facilitate the detrainment of,passengem
is a matter' of convenience only and should not be rated too highly. But the
maintenance of lighting in a train after an accident, or in one which is. held
U 'for a long time. in a tunnel, is a most important factor in the avoidance
~ for
c this reasori I think it is important that the traction current
o ~ $ 'and
shbuld'be kept on,. if not otherwise inconsistent with sfety; I refer later to
ar&pments which are contemplated to render the lightingrindependent of the
tractio~~urrent
~$thi,'presefitinstance I have ascertained that if the traction current had
been s e t c h d .off on both lines immediately the.collision took place 11 trains
would 'have Mep :brought to a stind, ' k t h li hts extinguished; ,between Charing
Cross and Mansion"House; the' number mig t possibly have been increased to
19;*hich wire -between Victoria and Mansion House at the moment, if it had
bappined that&& .cpnductor rail aps at Charing Cross were bridged by trains
when the CharingCross-Mknsion house sedion was made " dead ". The arcing
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was purely fortuitous, and I suspect that if it had not occurred the suggestions
that the traction current ought to have been switched of£ at once would not
have been made.
A decision has been made by the Board, however, to instal lighting in the
tunnels of the District and Metropolitan lines, similar to that exsting on the
Tube lines, which is automatically switched on as soon as the traction current
is cut off. F recommend that when this work is completed the circumstances in
which traction current is to be cut off should be reconsidered, for trains will
not be thrown into complete darkness thereby.

47. In any following collision which occurs in the dark, the adequacy of the
tail light of the leading train is a matter demanding consideration, and surprise
has been expressed that the Board is content to use an oil tail lamp on its subsurface lines. I t would be a relatively simple matter to equip the trains with
a fixed electric tail light, either as an inde endent fitting or b adaptation of the
lights now used as a head code, alihoug an oil lam WO d have to be used
as well, as a precaution against failure of the train lig ting arran ements. But
there is a risk in such a course which is not immediately obvious. t is necessary
in certain contingencies to resort to emergency working, in which a train may
have to m cautiously through a section which is or may be occupied. An
example is afforded by the circumstances attending this accident, for Motorrnan
McLean and those following him ought to have been warned to proceed with
caution to Temple until the signal failure had been investi ted and corrected;
again, a disabled train may have to be propelled by a ollowing one. If a
motorman running under such insh-uctions expects to find a brilliant tail lamp
marking the positron of a train ahead, and that train is standing with its lights
out owing to some electrical failure, there is a possibility that the comparatively
feeble oil light may not be noticed, with disastrous results.
In the-present case the tail light was not inadequate, but was confused
with a signal light, and a similar incident had occurred a few minutes previously,
m a t is requited, therefore, is a method of marking the rear of a tram which is
sufficiently distinctive to be immediately recognisable as such; the light used
should be independent of the traction current supply for preference. The matter
is one which the Inspecting Oficers have had under consideration with the Board
for some time, and it is being, investigated afresh by the Board as a result of
this accident; it is one of consid:erable importance, for the taiI light may
properly be regarded as the last defence of a stationary train, if protection by
signal or otherwise has failed. The Board should be requested to report their
findproposals without undue delay.
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48. The absence of serious damage in the overtaking train (No. 59) was
probably largely due to the heavy construction of its leading car, No. 2564,
weighing 46 tons. It is also possible that the Buckeye couplers with which this
train was equipped, following the praotice of the former Mekopofitan Railway,
helped,to revent overriding and telescoping of its cars. That type of coupler
and the " &strict " type in use on train 21 are both of the vertical lane pattern,
having no restraint against vertical disengagement, but the Bu eye appmore likely to jam under an oblique thrust, and so to resist disengagement.
Except in the two telescoped cars most of the injuries to passingers appear
to have been due to broken glass. As mentioned earlier, many of the transverse
glass draught screens and some end windows were smashed in train 59 as a result
of passengers being thrown violently against them; there was far less damage
of this nature in train 21,owing to the absorption 04 the impact by telescoping.
Passengers occupying the longitudinal seats nearest to the doors are very close
to these draught screens, with which their heads are likely to come. into forcible
contact as the result of a violent stop; there was ample evidence of this having
occurred in train 59. Therefore I think it dksirable that all transverse glass,
whether in draught screens or in end windows, should be of the safe variety,
either laminated or toughened, to reduce the risk of serious cuts. ?am glad
to report thad the Board have decided to substitute safety gIass by degrees for the
plate glass now used in such positions in their existing rolling stock.
With regard to the question.of emergency lighting in the cars, for use when
the traction current is cut off, I am informed that it would not be economicalIy
practicable to equip the existing District and Metropolitan stock with secondary
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bartteries and low voltage lights for this purpose, as is done on the Tube trains.
The tunnel llghting which I have mentioned will improve matters in this respect,
and I refer below to the arrangements to be made in future stock.
49. The Board authorised an extensive programme of rolling stock renewal
some little -time ago, affecting the District and Metropolitan lines as well as the
Tubes, and deliveries are now being made. The new cars have several features
which may be mentioned here. Steel is used almost exclusively in the bodywork. The couplers are of an improved pattern affording security against
vertical disengagement, and a construction of the headstocks has been adopted
which will reduce the risk of overriding in the event of collision; &o the end
doors have been so constrqcted that they are llnlikely t o jam through buckling
of the floor in such circumstances. All transverse glass is of the safety variety.
The cars are lit by low voltage current, provided by a motor generator, and
there are secondary batteries in the lighting circuit of sufficient capacity to keep
a portion of the lights burning for a considerable time after the traction current
has been cut off. The trains also have twin electric tail lamps, and as these are
fed from the train lighting circuit they will remain alight on a train which is
brought to a stand with its traction winng " dead " on account of some electrical
fault
50. In conclusion, I think it appropriate to mention that several of the
witnesses commented upon the absence of panic among the passengers in the
two trains after the collision, even when the lights were finally extinguished.
Indeed, I have been informed by a passenger who was travelling in the leading
coach of the stationary train that as soon as the lights came QJI again when the
circuit breakers were finally replaced, half a minute after the collision, ractically
all the occupants of the car settled down to read their newspapers an betrayed
no curiosity as to what had happened. I cannot but feel that the maintenance
of the lighting for as long as possible contributed to their calmness.
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I have khe honour to be,
Sir,
Your obedient Servant,
E. WOODHOUSE,
Lieu t.-Colonel.
The Secretary,
Ministry of Transport.
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